Neuroplasticity in desert ants (Hymenoptera: Formicidae) – importance for the ontogeny of navigation
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Abstract

Ants express a remarkable behavioral plasticity ranging far beyond rigid stimulus-response relationships. This review highlights the role of adult neuronal plasticity (neuroplasticity) in ant brains related to behavioral changes at the transition from tasks inside the nest to outdoor foraging. The focus is on desert ants of the genus Cataglyphis Foerster, 1850 – a famous experimental model for the study of visually based long-distance navigation. In contrast to ant species using trail-pheromone communication or recruitment strategies to exploit profitable food sources, thermophilic Cataglyphis ants are individual scavengers searching for dispersed food items on long excursions. For directional information during foraging, the ants strongly rely on a skylight compass and visual guidance by panoramic scenes. The marked adult transition in the individual life history of the ants offers ideal experimental access to study the behavioral and neuronal plasticity underlying the ontogeny of successful navigation. For the major part of their lives, the ants perform tasks in the dark underground nest interior before switching to largely visually based navigation under bright sunlight. Recent studies demonstrate that learning walks – a stereotyped behavioral routine the ants perform prior to first foraging – represent a crucial element in the ontogeny of successful navigation. Analyses of visual neuronal pathways to the central complex and mushroom bodies – two prominent sensory integration centers in the insect brain – revealed that first light exposure and visual experience during learning walks lead to distinct structural re-organizations of synaptic circuits in both brain centers reflecting initial calibrations and memory processes in the ants’ visual compass systems.
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Introduction

Successful spatial orientation is crucial for most animal species including humans. For ants, navigation is of paramount importance. To perform collective brood care in a common nest, ants are central-place foragers and find back to their nest after long foraging excursions. Efficient homing strategies, therefore, represented an important behavioral trait in the evolution of insect sociality (Hölldobler & Wilson 1990, Ronacher 2008). In contrast to many ant species employing route following strategies via trail-pheromone communication or nest-mate recruitment to exploit profitable food sources (Hölldobler 1999), thermophilic Cataglyphis Foerster, 1850 ants are individual scavengers of dispersed food items that heavily rely on visually guided navigation (Wehner 2009, Wehner & Rössler 2013, Boulay & al. 2017).

Compared with most vertebrates, ants possess miniature brains containing less than a million neurons (Gronenberg 2008, Ronacher 2008, Wehner 2009, Wehner & Rössler 2013). However, their individual behavioral plasticity, communication skills, navigational abilities, and cognitive capabilities are remarkable and, in some cases, not fundamentally different from those in higher vertebrates with much bigger brains (Leadbeater & Chittka 2007, Chittka & Niven 2009). The small size of ant brains poses certain limits, as for example shown for the packing density of synaptic complexes in learning and memory centers (mushroom bodies, MBs) in the brain of the highly polymorphic leaf cutting ant Atta vollenweideri Forel, 1893 (Groh & al. 2014). Here, the density of synaptic complexes in the MBs is independent of body size and similar in small and large workers. This causes a limit for caste-specific miniaturization of the MBs. Consequently, the number of synaptic microcircuits involved in sensory integration, learning, and memory formation is smaller...
in small workers, despite the relative expansion of MB volumes. However, despite obvious limitations in brain volumes, the individual behavioral repertoires of ants are remarkably diverse and flexible, as expressed by the ability to form multiple olfactory long-term memories (LTMs) that can last for an ant’s individual life span. Leaf-cutting ants, for example, form aversive olfactory LTMs for plants unsuitable for fungus cultivation (Herz & al. 2008, Saver-scheck & Roces 2011, Fалиbenе & al. 2015). In a similar line, desert ants may store multiple visual memories for recognition of complex panoramic scenes or routes for navigation and form distinct categories of olfactory memories for multiple nest- and food-related odors (Knaden & Graham 2016, Huber & Knaden 2018). This may shape the behavior of ants over long periods to up to their entire life span, which may be in the range of several months.

Desert ants of the genus *Cataglyphis* possess impressive long-distance navigational capabilities. The behavioral routines and navigational strategies during foraging and homing were discussed in previous reviews (e.g., Ronacher 2008, Wehner 2009, Wehner & Rössler 2013, Knaden & Graham 2016, Freas & Schultheiss 2018). Gronenberg (2008) and Gronenberg & Riveros (2009) compared the general neuroanatomy of ant brains and discuss their evolution in the context of the social brain and ecological brain hypotheses. Kleineidam & Rössler (2009) highlight olfactory adaptations in ant nervous systems, and Kamhi & Traniello (2013) and Kamhi & al. (2017) review the roles of neuromodulators. The focus of this present review is on the striking plasticity of ant behavior and underlying changes of neuronal circuits (neuropasticity) in the brain during a major transition from tasks inside the nest to outdoor foraging. The emphasis is on adult plasticity – developmental plasticity of the ant brain such as the expression of caste- or sex-specific differences during postembryonic metamorphosis is reported elsewhere, for example for *Camponotus floridanus* (Buckley, 1866) by Zübe & Rössler (2008). Non-associative and associative adult plasticity are powerful attributes of nervous systems to adjust to changing external conditions and to memorize stimulus associations. Ants of the genus *Cataglyphis* are favorable experimental models to study plasticity underlying the ontogeny of successful navigation. At the interior-exterior transition, adult *Cataglyphis* experience major changes in sensory input and perform a conspicuous sequence of learning routines that are crucial to become a successful forager. Hence, this review reports recent progress in understanding the behavioral and neuronal ontogeny of navigation.

**Navigation in desert ants**

Navigation is among the most challenging behavioral tasks for many animal species. The discovery of hippocampal place neurons and cortical (entorhinal) grid neurons as a neuronal substrate for spatial orientation in mammals were milestones in research on the neuronal basis of spatial orientation (O’Keeffe & Burgess 1996, Hafting & al. 2005, Fyhn & al. 2007, Moser & al. 2008). How do ti-

During their final approach to the nest entrance, the ants also use upwind orientation to olfactory cues emanating from the nest, especially CO₂ and make use of environmental odor landmarks to pinpoint the nest entrance (Bregy & al. 2008, Steck & al. 2011, Buehlmann & al. 2012). In the past years, studies on ant navigation increasingly addressed the interplay between path integration, visual panorama guidance systems, and other cues like wind direction or olfactory landmarks (e.g., Kohler & Wehner 2005, Collett & al. 2013, Narendra & al. 2013, Wystrach & al. 2015, Wehner & al. 2016, Huber & Knaden 2017). Experimental combinations of different sensory cues, especially the presentation of cue conflicts revealed that the ants steer intermediate courses during homing indicating that the different navigational routines always run in parallel (Reid & al. 2011, Narendra & al. 2013, Legge & al. 2014, Wystrach & al. 2015). An extended model, recently proposed by Hoinville & Wehner (2018), suggests that parallel processing of multiple navigational cues (resulting in individual vectors) functions without a central integrator. A decentralized neuronal model architecture with simultaneous integration of global guidance cues (global vectors) like the sky-polarization pattern and local guidance cues like the panoramic scenery (local vectors) proved sufficient for modeling the behavior of the ants under natural and manipulated conditions.

The recent advances in behavioral analyses and models based on the behavioral studies provide a very fruitful theoretical and experimental framework in the search for neuronal correlates of navigation in the ants’ brains. Whereas a large body of research on desert ant navigation – as briefly outlined above – focused on behavioral analyses of navigational skills in experienced foragers, the identity of neuronal circuits for visually based navigation and their adjustments and memory performance during the behavioral ontogeny of navigation are much less understood (Zeil 2012, Wehner & Rössler 2013, Webb & Wystrach 2016, Freas & Schultheiss 2018). The individual life history of relatively short-lived ants of the genus Cataglyphis offers unique experimental access to address these questions as the ants undergo a robust behavioral transition from performing tasks inside the dark nest to outside solitary foraging over long distances in bright sunlight (Wehner & Rössler 2013). This marked transition predicts high levels of plasticity in the underlying neuronal substrates and offers a unique experimental model for interdisciplinary research aimed to link the behavioral ontogeny of navigation with the underlying neuroplasticity.

The individual life history and behavioral ontogeny of Cataglyphis

For the major part of their lives, Cataglyphis ants stay underground in their dark nest interior and go through distinct behavioral-stage transitions before they switch to far-ranging outdoor foraging trips (Schmid-Hempel & Schmid-Hempel 1984, Stieb & al. 2010, 2012) (Fig. 1). How do the ants’ sensory systems and brain centers adjust at this marked transition, and how do the ants acquire all the necessary navigational information before heading out on first foraging trips? The stride (or step) integrating systems for distance estimation can operate largely independent from experience (Wittlinger & al. 2006, Ronacher 2008). In contrast, the directional navigational systems, such as the sky-compass and panoramic guidance routines, need to be calibrated and require learning and memory processes before the onset of foraging (Zeil 2012, Fleischmann & al. 2016, 2018a). They operate with largely variable sensory input such as the seasonally changing course of the sun (solar ephemeris) and unpredictable positions of visual panoramic sceneries with relation to the sky-compass (Towne 2008, Towne & Moscrip 2008, Wehner & Rössler 2013; Fig. 1). Visual systems, therefore, need to adjust to the drastically changing sensory input at the interior-exterior transition, which predicts processes of homeostatic neuroplasticity (sensu Fox & Stryker 2017). In addition, we hypothesize that visual learning and memory formation is associated with learning-related (Hebbian, associative) neuroplasticity in visual integration centers in the ants’ brains.

Cataglyphis workers undergo the following age-related ethocaste stages: callows (pale, freshly emerged workers c. 24h old), interior I (motionless food-storage stage indicated by swollen gasters), and interior II (performing brood care and digging behavior). Finally, foragers actively search for food during long-distance foraging trips outside the nest after a period of c. 4 weeks inside the nest (Schmid-Hempel & Schmid-Hempel 1984, Stieb & al. 2010, 2012; Wehner & Rössler 2013, Schmitt & al. 2016) (Fig. 1A). The first activities outside the nest are digging walks performed by interior II ants (Fleischmann & al. 2017). To transport material out of the nest, the ants briefly exit the nest entrance for distances of only a few centimeters. They walk along an almost straight line to deposit soil particles a few centimeters from the nest entrance. After the ants dropped their load, they perform a (180°) U-turn to immediately return to and disappear in the nest entrance. This behavior does not require any advanced orientation skills as digging walks are short and follow a very simple rule for returning to the nest entrance in a hairpin-like fashion. Most importantly, digging walks represent the first activities in the ants’ lives when they experience full exposure to sunlight.

Prior to first foraging trips – before they start to actively collect food items – naïve Cataglyphis ants (novices) perform elaborate sequences of learning walks (previously also termed orientation or exploration walks) over 2 - 3 consecutive days (Nicholson & al. 1999, Wehner & al. 2004, Stieb & al. 2012, Fleischmann & al. 2016, 2017, Grob & al. 2017, Collett & Zeil 2018, Jayatilaka & al. 2018). Learning walks are short excursions during which the ants slowly meander around the nest entrance without collecting food or performing digging activities (Fig. 2). Given an average total foraging period in Cataglyphis of
only c. 7 days (Schmid-Hempel & Schmid-Hempel 1984), the investment of 2 to 3 days into learning walks emphasizes the high importance of this behavior in acquiring navigational information prior to first foraging (see below). Once the ants have completed their learning walks, they head out along a straight course on foraging trips of increasing lengths and durations, and the ants often develop a preference for distinct foraging sectors (Wehner & al. 2004). Interestingly, experienced foragers resume (re-) learning walks upon the occurrence of unfamiliar visual scenery around the nest entrance suggesting that learning walks serve the calibration (and re-calibration) of skylight cues with information about the panoramic scenery (Müller & Wehner 2010).

**The importance of learning walks for the acquisition of navigational information**

For mainly visually oriented ants, the surrounding habitat contains important variables that cannot be encoded genetically and must be acquired prior to first foraging...
excursions (Collett & Zeil 2018). This includes the location of panoramic visual information and the seasonally changing course of the sun (Fig. 1A). Learning walks comprise a stereotyped behavioral routine and represent a crucial element in the behavioral ontogeny of Cataglyphis and other ant species (Wehner & al. 2004, Stieb & al. 2012, Fleischmann & al. 2016, 2017; Grob & al. 2017, Jayatilaka & al. 2018). Novices walk in arcs or loops of increasing radius around the nest entrance. Although first learning walks in Cataglyphis have an average duration of only c. 14 s, some walks may extend up to 1 min (Fig. 2). Walking speed during learning walks is rather slow compared to the strikingly fast speed of the ants during foraging runs (Wehner & Wehner 1990, Fleischmann & al. 2017, Buehlmann & al. 2018). Subsequent learning walks systematically cover different sectors of increasing size (up to a beeline distance of c. 1 m) around the nest entrance exploring all compass directions (Muser & al. 2005, Fleischmann & al. 2016, 2017, Jayatilaka & al. 2018). Learning walks in Cataglyphis and other ant genera exhibit striking parallels, even with orientation flights in bees and wasps (Collett & Zeil 2018). In all cases, the short excursions contain behavioral routines that serve the acquisition of knowledge about the position of the nest in its surroundings and with relation to celestial compass cues (e.g., Zeil 1993, Zeil & al. 1996, 2014, Wehner & al. 2004, Graham & al. 2010, Fleischmann & al. 2016, 2017, 2018a, Grob & al. 2017, Jayatilaka & al. 2018, Collett & Zeil 2018). Experimental manipulations of artificial visual sceneries and tests of the ants at various stages of learning walk activities suggest that the ants gradually learn information about nest-related visual guidance cues during the performance of consecutive learning walks (Fleischmann & al. 2016). In addition to the temporal requirement for a period of at least two days, the ants need enough space for the performance of learning walks. By using experimental barriers formed by a (seawater-filled) moat in the natural habitat to limit learning-walk space, Fleischmann & al. (2018a) showed that insufficient learning-walk space limits the range over which acquired views provide navigational information. Subsequent displacement in different compass directions demonstrate that the ants need several square meters for proper performance of learning walks (Fleischmann & al. 2018a). Obviously, the space covered during learning walks (or the distance from which views across the nest are acquired) determines the range over which such learnt views provide guidance (see also Narendra & al. 2013, Stürzl & al. 2015). Only under spatially unrestricted conditions, the ants were homing successfully after displacement using panoramic guidance cues. Thus, the behavior analyses clearly demonstrate that the undisturbed performance of learning walks including enough time and space represents a crucial element in the ontogeny of successful navigation in Cataglyphis and most probably in other ants as well.

Learning walks in different Cataglyphis species comprise similarities, but also species-specific differences. Comparative behavior analyses of Cataglyphis species living in differently structured habitats (Fig. 1B and C) revealed that the ants perform learning walks with a similar overall structure and a duration of 2-3 consecutive days. However, different species showed distinct differences in body-rotation elements within learning walks (Fleischmann & al. 2017). Cataglyphis fortis inhabits North African salt flats (e.g., Menzel Chaker, Tunisia 34° 57’ N, 10° 24’ E; Fig. 1B), whereas Cataglyphis nodus (Brullé, 1833) and Cataglyphis aeneascens (Nylander, 1849) build nests in open spaces within pine forests in Southern Greece (e.g., Schinias National Park near Marathon, Greece 38° 08’ N, 24° 02’ E; Fig. 1C) (see Stieb & al. 2011, Knaden & al. 2012 for phylogenetic relationships). Please note that in some previous publications the name Cataglyphis nodus was rendered as Cataglyphis noda, to make the species epithet correspond with the feminine gender of the genus. But the Latin word nodus is a masculine noun, which should stand unchanged, in apposition to the name of the genus, in accordance with Articles 11.9.1.2 and 34.2.1 of the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature of 1999 (B. Bolton, pers. comm.). In contrast to the featureless saltpan environment surrounding the nest entrances of C. fortis, a prominent visual panorama of tall pine trees and bushes surrounds the nest entrances of C. nodus and C. aeneascens. High-resolution video analyses allowed to dissect characteristic rotational elements
performed during learning walks (Fleischmann & al. 2017). The ants repeatedly interrupt their walks to perform accurate body turns during which the ants briefly stop for more than c. 100 ms when they precisely align their body axes to gaze towards the nest entrance (Fig. 2). Wasps perform similar turns with views directed back towards the nest entrance during their orientation flights (Stürzl & al. 2016). Body rotations in Cataglyphis nodus comprise voltes (small walked circles) and pirouettes (full 360° or partial rotations about the vertical body axis). Interestingly, C. fortis performs only voltes, whereas C. nodus and C. aenescens display both types of turns. Stops, most frequently, occur during pirouettes, when naïve ants precisely gaze back to their nest entrance, even though it is invisible for them from the different positions around the nest entrance (Fleischmann & al. 2017) (Fig. 2). Similar nest-directed views and body turns had been observed in Cataglyphis bicolour (Fabricius, 1793) (see Wehner & al. 2004), Oecymyrmex robustus Stitz, 1923 (see Wehner & Muller 2010) and Myrmecea croslandi Taylor, 1991 (see Jayatilaka & al. 2018). The results from different studies may indicate that ant species living in more cluttered environments take more panoramic snapshots while performing distinct body rotations during learning walks (Fleischmann & al. 2017). The fact that another desert ant species (Oecymyrmex robustus) only stops once or twice during a learning walk – and that C. fortis only performs voltes with extremely rare stops – suggests a possible correlation between the richness of the visual scenery and the number of stopping phases during learning walks (Müller & Wehner 2010, Graham & al. 2010, Fleischmann & al. 2017, Collett & Zeil 2018). These studies and other previous reports support the view that systematically spaced (and timed) turns back to the nest entrance serve the alignment of panoramic features and the sky-compass system to take nest-directed snapshots of the panorama surrounding the nest entrance. Results from Cartwright & Collett (1983) suggested that snapshot matching is used for later pinpointing a place. Experiments by Wehner & al. (1996) addressed whether this egocentric information is coupled with geocentric compass information. The repeated nest-directed panoramic snapshots are most probably essential to learn and memorize panoramic features associated with the nest direction from different viewing angles. With these snapshot memories, the ants subsequently may identify panoramic view matches while homing from different compass directions (Graham & al. 2010, Müller & Wehner 2010, Baddeley & al. 2012, Narendra & al. 2013), and the nest-related familiar views serve as local vectors sensu Collett & al. (1998). As during naïve learning walks the ants are not able to see the nest entrance from their different positions, and visual panoramic guidance cues are still unfamiliar, the performance of nest-directed views during naïve learning walks must rely on path-integration information (Graham & al. 2010, Müller & Wehner 2010, Fleischmann & al. 2016, 2017, 2018a).

The earth’s magnetic field is a compass cue during learning walks

What provides the directional reference system for performing nest-directed views during naïve learning walks? Fleischmann & al. (2017, 2018b) performed high-resolution video analyses of the stopping phases during pirouettes in Cataglyphis nodus as they provide an accurate behavioral readout of the ants’ path integrator. This allowed asking whether an ant knows the correct homing direction (home vector) from different positions around the nest entrance under specific experimental conditions or manipulations. Surprisingly, after blocking all relevant directional skylight conditions, the analyses of nest-directed views revealed that naïve ants do not rely on their skylight compass for path integration during learning walks (Grob & al. 2017). This contrasts with the firmly established role of the skylight-compass during path integration in foragers as known from many studies before and outlined above. After blocking UV light, polarization information, and obscuring the sun position, the ants still looked back to the nest entrance from different positions around the nest. This clearly suggests that novices use a different compass reference for path integration during naïve learning walks (Grob & al. 2017).

Surprisingly, a follow up study in the ants’ natural environment unambiguously demonstrated that the ants use the earth’s magnetic field as compass cue and directional reference for path integration during naïve learning walks (Fleischmann & al. 2018b). This finding is even more exciting as it represents the first evidence for an insect using the earth’s magnetic field as the necessary and sufficient compass cue for performing path integration. Earlier studies had shown that Cataglyphis foragers use artificial high-intensity magnetic field disturbances as landmarks during homing (Buehlmann & al. 2012) or that foraging ants, under certain conditions, respond to manipulations of the geomagnetic field (Jander & Jander 1998, Banks & Srygley 2003, Riveros & Srygley 2008; reviewed in Wajnberg & al. 2010). Using a Helmholtz-coil setup in the natural habitat, Fleischmann & al. (2018b) demonstrate that after artificial elimination of the horizontal component of the earth’s magnetic field, naïve Cataglyphis nodus were no longer able to gaze back to the nest entrance while performing their learning walks. Moreover, experimental rotation of the horizontal component of the magnetic field systematically changed the direction of the ants’ nest-directed views in a predictable way. The ants then gazed towards a fictive nest entrance rotated by the same angle as the magnetic field (Fleischmann & al. 2018b). This suggests that the geomagnetic field serves as the earthbound directional reference system to align nest-directed views for initial calibration of the visual compass systems. To be able to use directional information from the earth’s magnetic field for the alignment of visual input, the ants need to integrate magnetic information into their neuronal path integrator. The underlying magnetoreceptive mechanism
and sensory pathways in the brain are still unknown and will be subject to future studies.

The striking role a magnetic compass has during the early life stages in *Cataglyphis* triggers several questions. Do the ants use the geomagnetic compass to calibrate the skylight-compass system to the seasonally changing daily course of the sun (solar ephemeris; Wehner & Müller 1993)? An earthbound reference system is required for time-compensation of a skylight compass. Previous experiments by Towne (2008) and Towne & Moscrip (2008) suggest that experienced honeybees use the landscape for re-calibration. Second, why do the ants switch from a geomagnetic compass during learning walks to a skylight compass during foraging? One possibility is that the underlying magnetosensory mechanism is not accurate and/or fast enough for path integration at high foraging speed over long distances. Another possibility is that the ants use the magnetic field as directional information in their underground dark nest to then replace it by salient directional cues, such as the celestial compass and panoramic scenery. Finally, is the switch to visual compass cues a complete switch, or do experienced foragers still use their magnetic compass system under certain circumstances? Re-learning walks of experienced foragers may be helpful in elucidating these questions. In any case, the magnetic compass in *Cataglyphis* is highly promising in revealing further exciting results on the sophisticated navigational performance of the ants.

After having introduced the crucial role of learning walks for the ontogeny of successful visually based navigation, the next chapters focus on the visual pathways in *Cataglyphis* brains and their neuroplasticity following first light exposure and the performance of learning walks.

Visual circuits that transfer navigational information to sensory integration centers

To investigate plasticity in neuronal circuits that process navigational information, recent work in *Cataglyphis* focused on two visual pathways projecting to two sensory integration centers in the ants’ brains. Early behavioral studies on the interocular transfer of visual input using unilateral eye closure experiments in *C. fortis* already predicted two channels for visual information transfer—one for global directional information (e.g., skylight polarization) and one for local visual memories of the panoramic scenery (Wehner & Müller 1985). More recent modeling studies by Cruse & Wehner (2011) and Hoinville & Wehner (2018) claimed that the central complex (CX) and the mushroom bodies (MBs) might represent the neuronal substrates for integration of path integration and panoramic-scenery related information in *Cataglyphis*, respectively (see also Webb & Wystrach 2016, Stone & al. 2017). Additional support for two separate integration systems came from experiments showing that the time-course of memory decay is faster for vector-based (path integration) compared to navigational information based on the panoramic scenery (Ziegler & Wehner 1997, Narendra & al. 2007). Whereas the ants memorize local visual information for up to their lifetimes, global vector information from the skylight-compass and path integration system show a much faster memory decay in the range of several hours.

We anatomically mapped two major visual pathways in the brain of *Cataglyphis fortis* and *C. nodus* fulfilling the criteria for two separate visual information streams to two high-order integration centers in the ants’ brains (Fig. 3). This was achieved by focal iontophoretic injection of flu-
orescent dyes into projection neurons of the optic ganglia (lamina, medulla and lobula) and subsequent tracing of the neuronal connections into the central brain using confocal microscopy imaging techniques and computer-guided 3D reconstructions (Schmitt & al. 2016, Grob & al. 2017). Fluorescent tracings combined with immunolabeling of synaptic proteins to map major brain neuropils revealed two prominent visual pathways extending from the optic lobes to the CX and to visual subregions of the MB calyces. Whereas the CX pathways from both hemispheres converge in the ellipsoid body of the CX, the MB pathway has bilateral projections from the optic lobes (mainly from the medulla) to the two MB calyces in the ipsi- and contralateral brain hemispheres (Fig. 3).

The anterior sky-compass pathway to the CX origins from photoreceptor neurons of ommatidia in the dorsal rim area of the compound eye and associated structures in the first optic ganglion, the dorsal lamina (Schmitt & al. 2016, Grob & al. 2017) (Fig. 3). The dorsal rim area comprises c. 100 UV-sensitive ommatidia. These are c. 5% of the ommatidia in the compound eye of Cataglyphis functioning as UV-sensitive polarization sensors (Labhart & Meyer 1999). Neuronal projections from the optic ganglia (medulla and lobula) join the anterior optic tract (AOT) to the anterior optic tubercle (AOTU), a distinct neuropil located above the antennal lobe. From there, projections of AOTU neurons terminate in large synaptic complexes forming a single bulb within the lateral complex (LX) (brain nomenclature after Ito & al. 2014). The large LX synaptic complexes (also termed giant synapses or microglomerular synaptic complexes; Schmitt & al. 2016, Held & al. 2016) connect to tangential neurons terminating in the lower division of the central body (also termed ellipsoid body). This pathway appears highly conserved across a wide range of insect species as it exhibits high similarities with the sky-compass pathways previously found in the locust, honeybee, bumblebee, dung beetle, monarch butterfly and fly. Combined physiological and anatomical studies, most extensively done in the locust, but also in bees, the fly and in dung beetles, indicate a highly conserved scheme for processing of celestial information along this pathway (locust: Homberg & al. 2011; bees: Pfeiffer & Kinoshita 2012, Zeller & al. 2015, Held & al. 2016, Stone & al. 2017, Heinze & al. 2018; fly: Seelig & Jayaraman 2013; butterfly: Heinze & al. 2013; dung beetle: Immonen & al. 2017, el Jundi & al. 2018). In addition to polarized skylight information, this pathway transfers chromatic cues and information about
the position of the sun (Pfeiffer & al. 2005, Pfeiffer & Homberg 2007, el Jundi & al. 2011). Very similar to the situation described in locusts (Träger & al. 2008), in the *Cataglyphis* brain the last synaptic relay station before entering the CX is mediated by a relatively small number of c. 100 LX large synaptic complexes forming a single bulb (Schmitt & al. 2016). Here, combined confocal imaging and ultrastructural studies found very large cup-shaped individual presynapses connected to numerous fine post-synaptic processes of (most likely inhibitory) tangential neurons that finally terminate in the lower division of the central body (Figs. 3 & 4).

The visual pathway to the MBs in *Cataglyphis* is mainly formed by axons of projection neurons in the medulla joining the anterior superior optic tract (ASOT) and extending axons to the medial and lateral MB calyces of both brain hemispheres (Grob & al. 2017) (Fig. 3). Visual projections via the ASOT to the MBs previously were shown in various other species of ants (Gronenberg 1999, Gronenberg & Hölldobler 1999, Ehmer & Gronenberg 2004, Yilmaz & al. 2016). A large comparative survey of MB-calyx volumes within the order Hymenoptera by Farris & Schultmeister (2011) suggests that the expansion of visual supply to the MBs via the ASOT is specific to the higher Hymenoptera. The authors argue that visual projections to the MB calyx in advanced Hymenoptera promote the ability to store complex visual memories, which represented an important requirement for elaborate spatial orientation in parasitoid Hymenoptera. The repeated return to a burrow, for example in parasitoid wasps, is required for provisioning larvae with prey and needs advanced visual navigation skills involving visual input to the MBs. Evolution of central-place foraging in eusocial Hymenoptera potentially was based on the co-option of this trait. Only a minority of insect species studied so far from other orders like Coleoptera and Lepidoptera possess comparably elaborate visual projections from the optic lobes to the MB calyces (Farris & Roberts 2005, Kinosh-
ITA & al. 2015). This is most likely associated with specific foraging ecologies. However, in most non-hymenopteran insect species investigated so far including *Drosophila melanogaster* MEIGEN, 1830, visual projections to the MB calyces are minor or absent (Vogt & al. 2016). It will be interesting for future studies to find out how visual input to the MB calyces correlates with the specific visual ecology in more diverse insect taxa. A general correlation with the behavioral importance of vision appears rather obvious within the ants. Compared with the situation in *Cataglyphis* (see Grob & al. 2017), visual input to the MBs is substantially smaller in preferentially olfactory guided ants (e.g., Gronenberg & Riveros 2009, Groh & al. 2014, Yilmaz & al. 2016). However, also in species that recruit by trails, experiments by Harrison & al. (1989) showed that scouts were able to navigate individually.

Based on high-resolution confocal imaging data (Stieb & al. 2010, Schmitt & al. 2016, Grob & al. 2017), the number of visual input synapses (microglomeruli, MG) to the collars of the MB calyces in *Cataglyphis* are estimated to number to up to c. 400,000 MG (Fig. 4 & 5). This large number of synaptic input channels contrasts with the only about 100 synaptic complexes at the input to the CX (Fig. 5). In the MB-calyx visual projection neurons from the optic lobes synapse on an extremely large population of Kenyon cells (KCs) - the intrinsic neurons of the MBs involved in learning and memory formation (Menzel 2001, Szyszka & al. 2005, Groh & al. 2012). In the honeybee, the total number of KCs are estimated to number about 360,000 and comprise c. 45% of all brain neurons (Strausfeld 2002, Rössler & Groh 2012). In *Camponotus rufipes* (Fabricius, 1775), a comparably large number of c. 130,000 KCs was reported (Ehmer & Gronenberg 2004). Within the MB lobes, modulatory input (dopamine, octopamine) mediates information about reward or punishment during associative learning (e.g., Giurfa 2007, Gerber & al. 2004). In the honeybee, c. 50 GABAergic neurons provide feedback from the MB-lobe output to the MB-calyx input. Functional studies suggest a role of this inhibitory feedback in gain control and regulation of spatial KC activation (Froese & al. 2014). From the KCs information converges on a much smaller set of MB output neurons (c. 400 in the honeybee). The high level of convergence at the MB output and physiological recordings in the honeybee indicate that MB output neurons extract behaviorally relevant categories from multimodal (olfactory and visual) sensory information processed in the KCs (Strube-Bloss & Rössler 2018). The activity of KCs changes following learning and memory processes as shown by calcium imaging at the KC dendritic input in the MB calyx (Szyszka & al. 2005, 2008). The multi-modal (olfactory and visual) integrative function of MB output neurons together with learning and memory-driven changes in their responses are highly interesting attributes asking for more combined behavioral and physiological studies of MB output neurons in the future (Strube-Bloss & al. 2011, 2012, Strube-Bloss & Rössler 2018).

The difference in the synaptic architecture strongly suggests fundamental differences in the quality of visual information processing along the two pathways (Fig. 5). The large number of microglomerular synaptic microcircuits in the MB pathway likely provides an ideal neuronal substrate for the storage of information about rather fine-grained snapshot (image) memories. Behavioral evidence indicates that these panoramic views are retinotopic (Collett & Zeil 2018) meaning that they contain panoramic components that might serve as local cues in spatial orientation (local vector). This view of the potential role of the MBs is not only supported by the large number of parallel synaptic microcircuits, but also by physiological data, theoretical and modeling approaches (Szyszka & al. 2008, Ardin & al. 2016, Webb & Wystrach 2016, Peng & Chittka 2017, Hoinville & Wehner 2018, Haennicke & al. 2018). For the CX pathway, physiological and circuit analyses in various insect species strongly suggest that this pathway transfers directional information from skylight cues used to determine heading (recently reviewed by Heinze 2017, Heinze & al. 2018). The final transfer of global directional (compass) information to the CX obviously requires a much smaller number of input channels. Whereas the MB pathway from the medulla comprises only one synaptic relay before entering the MB calyx, the CX pathway involves at least 4 - 5 synaptic relay stations indicating that input to the CX has a higher level of preprocessing compared to the input to the MB calyx (Figs. 3 and 5) (also indicated by electrophysiological studies from e.g., Homberg & al. 2011, Stone & al. 2017). Any direct neuronal connections between the MB and CX are unknown so far. However, indirect pathways via the superior protocerebrum might mediate such interactions between both integration centers (Strausfeld 2012, Strausfeld & Hirth 2013). Alternatively, output from the MBs (mediating local vectors) might as well directly modulate global vector information from the CX pathway in downstream premotor pathways (Fig. 5). Along this line, the potential role of other, smaller visual projections from the optic lobes into different parts of the protocerebrum still await future investigation.

**First exposure to skylight triggers structural synaptic plasticity in visual circuits**

How does the visual sensory system cope with the drastic changes in sensory input once the ants transition from the dark nest interior to foraging in bright sunlight? As structure and function closely interconnect in the nervous system, structural plasticity of neuronal circuits is a powerful tool to adjust the function of neuronal circuits. Therefore, identification and quantification of structural neuromodulation enables the detection of sites undergoing functional adaptations in response to changes in the quality or intensity of sensory input (Grob & al. 2004, Rössler & Groh 2012, Fährbach & van Nest 2016, Rössler & al. 2017).

To address whether the two visual neuronal pathways respond with plastic changes to first exposure to
light, Stieb & al. (2010, 2012) and Schmitt & al. (2016) screened ants at different ages and behavioral stages for structural changes in visual circuits to the CX and MB and compared them with control ants and brain regions processing other sensory information. In the CX pathway, experienced foragers showed an increase in the number of LX synaptic complexes of on average c. 15% compared to callows. To find out whether this effect results from first sensory exposure, the ants were precociously stimulated with light and compared with age-matched dark-kept cohorts. This revealed that first exposure to skylight triggers a substantial increase (up to 30%) in the number of LX synaptic complexes (Schmitt & al. 2016, Figs. 4 & 5). Age matched ants kept in darkness did not show any increase in LX synaptic complexes, even when they were past the typical foraging age. This suggests that sensory exposure and not an age-related program triggers this plasticity. Interestingly, the increase in the number of LX synaptic complexes critically depends on the spectral composition of light. The increase was significantly lower when the UV part of the spectrum was blocked compared to the number of LX synaptic complexes after stimulation with an intensity-matched full light spectrum.

Conversely, in the MB pathway first light exposure leads to a decrease (pruning) of synaptic complexes and a volume increase in the (visual) MB-calyx collar. This effect occurs in both Cataglyphis fortis and the honeybee (Stieb & al. 2010, 2012, Scholl & al. 2014, Muenz & al. 2015, Rössler & al. 2017). In a similar line, Kühn-Büblmann & Wehner (2006) had previously shown an increase in the MB volume of experienced (aged) foragers compared to dark reared ants in age-controlled C. bicolor. In the honeybee, a similar MB expansion occurs in foragers compared to nurses (Muenz & al. 2015). Similarly, in the olfactory system of leaf-cutting ants non-associative exposure to multiple plant odors leads to pruning of synaptic complexes in the (olfactory) MB-calyx lip (Falibene & al. 2015). Modality specific pruning of MB-calyx synaptic complexes is associated with a massive outgrowth of KC dendrites and a resulting overall increase in the volume of the MB-calyx subdivisions. Quantitative ultrastructural analyses in the honeybee using serial electron microscopy followed by 3D reconstructions demonstrated that pruning of synaptic boutons and increase in KC dendritic branching goes along with a c. 33% increase in the number of postsynaptic contacts per presynaptic bouton indicating a substantial increase in the synaptic divergence at the level of individual projection-neuron boutons (Groh & al. 2012). This suggests a massive re-organization of visual and olfactory MB microcircuits in response to changing sensory input at the interior-forager transition. Similarly, experiments in Cataglyphis using electron microscopy techniques and confocal imaging of postsynaptic structures suggest axonal pruning and an increase in pre- to postsynaptic divergence (Seid & Wehner 2009, Stieb & al. 2010). Under natural conditions, these changes in MB synaptic complexes occurred at the interior II stage, which is the time when the ants start to perform digging walks and leave the nest for the first time (Stieb & al. 2010). It is most likely during the digging walks when the ants get their first full exposure to sunlight.

The studies on neuroplasticity in response to first light exposure demonstrate that in Cataglyphis both the CX and MB visual circuits express synaptic reorganization at the interior-forager transition. Interestingly, structural synaptic changes at the entrance to the CX and MB go in opposite directions. Whereas activity dependent pruning is a rather common phenomenon in sensory systems following sensory exposure (Fox & Stryker 2017), the increase of LX synaptic complexes is less common and indicates fundamental differences in functional properties within the two visual circuits. It is important to note that in both cases artificial light exposure triggered changes as early as in young callows, and MB synaptic complexes remained plastic in foragers artificially kept in darkness for up to six months suggesting a high degree of plasticity (Stieb & al. 2010, 2012, Schmitt & al. 2016). Interestingly, in the honeybee first light exposure also triggers an increase of juvenile hormone (JH) levels showing that, in addition to the effects on neuronal circuits, the hormonal system is affected by first light exposure (Scholl & al. 2014). However, experimental increase of JH levels did not affect synaptic plasticity showing that both effects of light exposure are independent from each other. The effects on synaptic plasticity in Cataglyphis are only partially reversible (Stieb & al. 2012). Whereas honeybee foragers re-introduced in the dark nest expressed an almost complete reversal in the density of MB synaptic complexes (Scholl & al. 2014), Cataglyphis showed only a mild reduction of immunoreactivity to the presynaptic protein synapsin (Stieb & al. 2012). The reason for this might be that honeybees are more likely to revert to interior tasks depending on colony status compared to relatively short-lived Cataglyphis foragers. In addition to changes in synaptic circuits, investigations in Camponotus rufipes revealed both age-related and light-dependent plasticity in opsin gene expression in photoreceptor neurons of the compound eyes demonstrating that adjustments in visual pathways during the interior-exterior transition may even occur at peripheral levels (Yilmaz & al. 2016). As in all experiments outlined above light exposure was passive and not accompanied by any form of associative learning, structural synaptic plasticity after first light exposure can most probably be assigned to homeostatic plasticity sensu Fox & Stryker (2017) reflecting adjustments of neuronal circuits to the drastically increasing light intensities and changing spectral composition of light experienced at the interior-exterior transition.

**Learning walks lead to learning-related (Hebbian-like) neuroplasticity**

Do learning walks trigger learning-related (Hebbian-like) neuroplasticity in visual circuits to the CX and MB? To investigate the influence of skylight cues during learning walks, Groh & al. (2017) manipulated light perception using UV and polarization filters mounted above the nest.
entrance while naïve ants performed their learning walks. After different cohorts of naïve ants had performed learning walks for three days under different manipulated and natural conditions, the authors quantified neuroplastic changes in the CX and MB pathways and compared them with control ants that had not performed learning walks. Three days of learning walks under normal skylight conditions in the ants’ natural habitat led to structural plasticity in both visual pathways (Grob & al. 2017). Most interestingly, however, in both neuronal pathways plasticity was absent when the ants did not experience the full spectrum of a UV mediated daily change in the natural sky polarization pattern. Only learning walks performed under a naturally changing sky polarization pattern led to an increase in the density (and number) of synaptic complexes in the visually innervated MB-calyx collar and to a volume increase in the CX. This suggests that structural synaptic plasticity after learning walks under natural skylight conditions is learning-related (Hebbian-like). It is interesting that learning-walks also induced a volume increase in the CX indicating that visual learning and memory formation cause long-term changes in the CX neuronal circuitry. Along this line, a recent study in the honeybee shows that transient silencing of the MB or CX with local anesthesia had differential effects on a specific color learning task supporting that both integration centers are involved in different aspects of visual learning (Plath & al. 2017). The results in Cataglyphis further indicate that experience of a UV-mediated dynamic sky polarization pattern may be essential for the ants to learn and memorize nest-related panoramic snapshots during learning walks. The study by Fleischmann & al. (2018b) demonstrates that the earth’s magnetic field is an essential compass cue underlying path integration and turn back and look behavior during naïve learning walks. Combined with the effects on neuroplasticity demonstrated by Grob & al. (2017) the results strongly suggest that the ants may calibrate their visual neuronal compass systems only when they have access to both a naturally changing sky-light-polarization pattern and the earth’s magnetic field as an earthbound reference system.

To elaborate a little deeper on learning-related (Hebbian-like) structural neuroplasticity expressed in MB microcircuits during learning walks, I shall briefly recapitulate results on the formation of long-term memory (LTM) and LTM-related structural changes previously found in olfactory neuronal circuits of the MBs in the honeybee and leaf-cutting ants (Hourcade & al. 2010, Falibene & al. 2015). The insect MBs are neuronal substrates for associative learning and memory processes (Strausfeld & al. 1998, Menzel 1999, Gerber & al. 2004, Davis 2005, Giurfa 2007). First evidence that the MBs are required for place memory based on information from the visual scenery came from bilateral lesions of the MBs in cockroaches (Mizunami & al. 1998). Moreover, split-brain preparations, also in cockroaches, demonstrate that spatial-learning associated changes in the MBs occurred only within the trained brain hemisphere, not within the naïve one (Lent & al. 2007). Cataglyphis spends at least two days for the performance of learning walks. This period correlates well with the minimum time span required for the formation of stable LTM (for honeybees: e.g., Menzel 2001; for ants: e.g., Falibene & al. 2015). Most importantly, the formation of stable LTM leads to modality-specific structural changes in synaptic microcircuits in MB-calyx subregions as shown after both appetitive olfactory learning in the honeybee and aversive olfactory learning in leaf-cutting ants (Hourcade & al. 2010, Falibene & al. 2015). In both cases, formation of stable olfactory LTM led to an increase in the density and number of synaptic complexes in the olfactory subregions (lip) of the MB calyx. This is in line with Hebbian structural synaptic plasticity found in the vertebrate brain leading to an increase of synaptic contacts following a phase of high neuronal activity (Fauth & Tetzlaff 2016). This means that structural reorganization of synaptic microcircuits in the MB calyx relates to functional consequences of a long-term memory trace and a learned behavioral response to an appetitive or aversive conditioned olfactory stimulus. In contrast to the increase of synaptic complexes following learning and LTM formation, pure sensory exposure induced a reduction (pruning) of MB synaptic complexes. These differential effects were found in both the visual (collar) and the olfactory (lip) of the MB calyx (Stee & al. 2010, Scholl & al. 2014, Falibene & al. 2015). The formation of associative LTM induces new synaptic complexes in the MB calyx (Hourcade & al. 2010, Falibene & al. 2015). This clearly distinguishes learning related (Hebbian-like) structural neuroplasticity (new synapses) following associative learning and LTM formation from effects of pure sensory exposure and the resulting homeostatic plasticity (pruning of synapses).

Similar to the effects in the MB-calyx lip after olfactory LTM formation in leaf cutting ants (Falibene & al. 2015), the density and number of synaptic complexes in the MB-calyx collar of Cataglyphis nodus increased after the performance of learning walks under natural skylight conditions (Grob & al. 2017). This strongly suggests that the underlying plasticity is learning-related (Hebbian-like) most likely structural Hebbian plasticity (Fauth & Tetzlaff 2016) leading to new (associative) synaptic connections across different projection neurons boutons and KC dendrites. The exceptionally high numbers of parallel microcircuits and the associated intrinsic MB neurons (Kenyon cells) provide a rich neuronal substrate for such a structural synaptic plasticity and potentially allows the formation of multiple LTM (Rössler & Grob 2012, Falibene & al. 2015, Grob & al. 2017). Along this line, recent modeling work and physiological data in the honeybee suggest that synaptic plasticity at MB-calyx input synapses is crucial for specific forms of memory formation (Peng & Chittka 2017, Szyszka & al. 2008, Haennicke & al. 2018) and the memory capacity of MB-calyx microcircuits is very high (Ardin & al. 2016). It will be interesting to see in future work whether (and potentially how) LX synaptic complexes change after learning walks.
We hypothesize that repeated experience of nest-directed panoramic snapshots during learning walks triggers the formation of nest-associated visual long-term memories in MB synaptic microcircuits. What could be the associative component for the formation of snapshot LTM? The intrinsic association of the nest with nest-directed views alone might serve as an internal reward during the look-back behavior and snapshot learning, which was termed “genetically encoded anticipatory learning” by Collett & Zeil (2018). In a similar line, Ardin & al. (2016) already suggested that alignment with the home vector might serve as an “internal reward” (see also Jayatilaka & al. 2018). This is an attractive hypothesis, but it remains speculative and is difficult to prove at this point. How do snapshot memories formed in the MB guide a homing ant? If we assume that panoramic snapshots in *Cataglyphis* are memorized only when the ants briefly stop during pirouettes and gaze towards the nest entrance by using the earth’s magnetic field as a compass reference for path integration, this results in a collection of nest-directed panoramic snapshot memories pointing towards the nest from different positions around the nest. A homing forager can then match the experienced scenery with its stored nest-directed visual snapshot memories (Graham & al. 2010, Narendra & al. 2013, Stürzel & al. 2015). These matches may function as local nest-directed guidance cues for a homing forager (Hoinville & Weinher 2018). In that case, the snapshot memories do not require any directional or positional information attached to them as the ants simply proceed forward when they recall them (see Baddeley & al. 2012). Is memory retrieval fast enough to guide returning foragers via such a mechanism? Strube-Bloss & al. (2012) quantified the neuronal processing properties of MB circuits by measuring responses from MB output neurons in the honeybee. The results show that information is processed surprisingly fast in MB synaptic microcircuits and even outpaces processing in primary sensory centers. As the responses of MB output neurons undergo learning-dependent changes and integrate input from different (olfactory and visual) sensory modalities to categorize sensory input (Strube-Bloss & al. 2011, Strube-Bloss & Rössler 2018), the resulting output can potentially provide feedback to primary sensory centers while they are still processing incoming signals. The fast processing properties of MB microcircuits together with the learning-dependent plasticity of MB output neurons and their stimulus categorization properties provide an ideal neuronal substrate for fast behavioral decisions.

In addition to learning-related changes in MB microcircuits, learning-walks induce an increase in the CX volume suggesting that neuronal circuits in the CX also reorganize during the formation of visual snapshot learning and LTM formation (Grob & al. 2017). This receives support from recent results suggesting a role of the CX in visual learning (Plath & al. 2017). Structural plasticity in the CX during learning walks might be related to polarization (sky) compass calibration. Combined with the results from functional studies in the locust, bees, butterflies and dung beetles (Homberg & al. 2011, Pfeiffer & Kinoshita 2012, Heinze & al. 2013, Held & al. 2016, Zeller & al. 2015, Immonen & al. 2017, Stone & al. 2017), the results strongly suggest that plasticity in the CX pathway adjusts (calibrates) input from global (skylight) compass cues based on sensory-exposure and experience during learning walks. In the future, we need more manipulation experiments combined with functional and structural studies to scrutinize the role of neuroplasticity in LX and CX visual circuits for navigation. Live calcium imaging experiments in *Drosophila melanogaster* suggest that compass information is integrated and mediated by ring neurons (equivalent to tangential neurons) to the CX ellipsoid body encoding general heading of the insect (Seelig & Jayaraman 2013, 2015). In the CX directional visual input further computes with information from other sensory systems, for example proprioceptive systems measuring body turns and walking speed to direct movement (reviewed in Heinze 2017, Heinze & al. 2018). In addition, massive modulatory input relays to the CX (especially fan-shaped body) reporting the internal status and motivation.

The behavioral studies combined with the results on plasticity in the CX strongly suggest that learning walks are an important behavioral program needed for the individual adjustment of directional sensory input from skylight cues (Fig. 5). Time-compensation of skylight cues to the daily course of the sun most probably requires modulatory interactions with the endogenous clock at the level of the CX or MB, which is another area for future research (Fig. 5).

Future studies on structural synaptic plasticity in sensory integration centers can benefit from new developments of high-resolution microscopic tools for synaptic-circuit analyses, for example correlative microscopy combining super resolution molecular imaging techniques and ultrastructural tools (array tomography; Markert & al. 2017). For further exploration of molecular aspects, research in ants can benefit from ongoing studies and the development of genetic tools in *Drosophila* together with emerging new techniques for genetic manipulation techniques in other insects (Sugie & al. 2018). Furthermore, combination with functional approaches such as live-calcium imaging (Zube & al. 2008), expression of immediate early genes (Sommerlandt & al. 2017, 2018) and electrophysiological approaches, as already employed in honeybees (Strube-Bloss & Rössler 2018), are very promising. The small size of ant brains and the lack of genetically encoded sensors, however, require additional adjustments and methodological developments for physiological techniques.

To conclude this section on learning-related neuroplasticity, very much like in the vertebrate hippocampus and cortex (Fox & Stryker 2017), the formation of stable associative LTM leads to structural reorganization of synaptic microcircuits in the ants’ brains. Altogether, the results demonstrate that ant brains express high levels of neuroplasticity allowing them to adapt to new situations and to form complex and multiple stable LTM for spatial orientation.
What initiates the interior-exterior transition in the first place?

Obviously, the results on the behavioral and neuronal plasticity outlined above trigger many follow-up questions and studies. However, there also is a hen and egg problem still to solve. The studies on neuroplasticity in visual pathways suggest that exogenous factors like first light exposure experienced during digging walks and visual memory formation during learning walks are important elements in the ontogeny of navigational performance as they induce substantial changes and adaptations in visual circuits and behavior (Stieb & al. 2010, Fleischmann & al. 2016, 2018a, Schmitt & al. 2016, Grob & al. 2017). However, the internal factors that cause the ants to leave the nest in the first place, to expose themselves to light for the first time and to perform learning walks, remain largely unknown. Although the focus of this review is on plasticity in neuronal circuits of the ant brain, I shall briefly outline recent progress in investigating the potential role of neuromodulators, especially neuropeptides in initiating diverse behaviors associated with behavioral transitions.

Many previous studies in social Hymenoptera focussed on changes in the hormonal system, especially juvenile hormone (JH), in the context of behavioral transitions and correlated these changes with the onset of foraging (e.g., Bloch & al. 2009, Shipigler & al. 2014, Dolezal & al. 2012). However, direct effects of JH (and the co-regulated egg-yolk protein vitellogenin, Vg) on foraging related neuromodulation and behavior, in most cases, remained unclear. For example, RNAi-mediated knockdown of Vg and the resulting increase of JH did not affect synaptic maturation in the mushroom bodies (MBs) of the honeybee (Scholl & al. 2014). On the other hand, first exposure to light triggers structural synaptic plasticity in the MBs and, at the same time, an increase in JH level, changes in gene expression, and modulation of epigenetic processes (Scholl & al. 2014, Muenz & al. 2015, Becker & al. 2016). A promising future approach here will be to identify genes that respond to light exposure and might play a role in mediating structural synaptic plasticity (Becker & al. 2016).

Regarding the ontogeny of navigation, one key question is how the distinct changes in diverse behavioral programs at the interior-exterior transition are initiated. Roles of biogenic amines (e.g., serotonin, dopamine, octopamine) in modulating phototaxis and general behavioral thresholds associated with the nurse-forager transition were shown in the honeybee (e.g., Scheiner & Erber 2009, Scheiner & al. 2014), and their potential role as modulators of social behavior and the organization of division of labor in ants were recently reviewed by Kamhi & Traniello (2013) and Kamhi & al. (2017). However, it remained unclear how a very limited number of rather broadly acting modulators controls the diverse behavioral programs and physiological changes associated with different behavioral transitions. Recent work increasingly draws the attention to neuropeptides, a very promising class of most diverse modulators of behavior and physiology acting as both neuromodulators and neurohormones in insects (Schoofs & al. 2017). Investigations on the potential role of neuropeptides in triggering age- and stage-related behavioral transitions in social Hymenoptera started only recently.

A study by Brockmann & al. (2009) in the honeybee Apis mellifera Linnaeus, 1758 suggests potential roles of neuropeptides in regulating social behavior. Until recently, however, very little information was available on neuropeptides in ants. A neuropeptidomic screen based on mass-spectrometric methods in Camponotus floridanus revealed c. 40 neuropeptides localized in various parts of the nervous system (Schmitt & al. 2015). Using a targeted approach in Cataglyphis fortis combining mass spectrometry and immunohistochemistry, Schmitt & al. (2017) identified neuropeptideergic neurons of the allatotropin (AT), allatostatin A (AstA) and tachykinin (TK) families in the CX, the protocerebrum, and in primary sensory neuropils like the antennal and optic lobes. Interestingly, TK-immunoreactivity (IR) in C. fortis expressed age-related changes in the CX (Schmitt & al. 2017), and correlative analyses of neuropeptides of the allatostatin (Ast), short neuropeptide F (sNPF), and TK families indicate a potential role in orchestrating behavioral transitions in the honeybee (e.g., Brockmann & al. 2009, Prataveira & al. 2014, Han & al. 2015). Furthermore, studies in leaf-cutting ants show that TK is involved in modulating caste-specific changes in behavior (Howe & al. 2016). Most recently, a comprehensive analysis by Gasparoc & al. (2017) revealed stage-specific changes in Corazonin (Crz) expression in brains of the ponerine ant, Harpegnathos saltator Jerdon, 1851 showing high brain levels in workers compared to low levels in pseudo queens (gamergates). Brain injections of synthetic Crz promoted hunting behavior, a typical behavior of foragers, and, as a long-term effect, reduced reproductive behavior and vitellogenin expression typical for pseudo queens.

The recent approaches on neuropeptides are promising and indicate that age-related internal programs in neuropeptide expression have high potential in initiating specific behavioral routines during the various stages of the interior-exterior transition. These behavioral routines in turn trigger sensory exposure and learning-related changes in the neuronal circuitry. Future combinations of experiments on neuroplasticity and sensory physiology will help to address the complex interplay of internal programs and external (sensory) stimuli in causing appropriate adaptive changes in brain structure, function and behavior. The navigational skills and remarkable behavioral plasticity in Cataglyphis desert ants are very promising to tackle these future scientific endeavours aiming at understanding fundamental neuronal principles underlying the behavioral plasticity during the ontogeny of navigational performances in these charismatic ants.
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